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PREFABRICATED PRODUCTS
SAVE TIME AND MONEY.
RK Energy specializes in custom solutions and field
support services that are expertly engineered for the
unique needs of oil and gas, mining, coal, renewables,
electrical distribution, data storage and related industries.
Our project planning expertise and leading-edge
construction facilities mean that we deliver better quality
products faster so you stay on schedule.

weather delays and on-site construction costs. Our
projects span the nation, and we can do everything from
constructing an entire plant to manufacturing process
skids to pipe fabrication to field services. By partnering
with one company as your source for custom product
manufacturing, start-up and service, you stay one
step ahead.

Take advantage of our project planning to streamline
your project delivery: we use advanced engineering,
preconstruction services and CAD modeling for precise
planning that eliminates duplicated design efforts at
each field site. We will meet your schedule—the first
time, and every time. Our primary products include
prefabricated facilities and LACT skids that are constructed
indoors and quickly installed on-site, reducing risks,

RK Energy is a business unit of RK. We partner with
RK’s other units (Mechanical, Service, Water, Steel and
Electrical) and draw on the knowledge of over 1,000
employees. Let us be your single source for completing
several project requirements while managing the entire
supply chain—this reduces sub management headaches
because our units work together to get more done with
fewer miscommunications and delays.

BENEFITS:
Quality fabricated products. Built safely. On time.
• Modular, indoor construction saves time and money associated with constructing
facilities on-site.
• Controlled construction yields better quality products; reduces risk and weather delays.
• We offer faster equipment installation and deployment; we’ll meet your schedule.
• You can rely on one company for manufacturing, install and service of several products.
• Project planning and CAD ensure more precise, efficient project execution.
• You can trust our stability, financial strength and bonding capacity.
• We can customize products to your specifications and per strict industry standards.
• More than products and service; we offer steel fabrication, piping, sheet metal and more.

CAPABILITIES
OVERVIEW
• Modular indoor construction of facilities,
process skids and more
• Total plant fabrication and assembly
• Pipe rack fabrication and manufacturing
• Custom energy products made
to your specifications
• Field services

Our ability to fabricate custom products
off-site saves you time and money.

RK ENERGY
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Natural Gas Liquid Recovery
JT skids; mechanical refrigeration; absorption; stabilization
PIG Launchers, Receivers and Mainline Valve Sets
Oil Meter and Quality Buildings
Lease Automatic Custody Transfer (LACT) units; Automatic Custody
Transfer (ACT) units; metering skids; oil quality buildings and
building enclosures
Facilities and Buildings
Transfer pump systems; injection; truck loading and off-loading
and Salt Water Disposal
Electrical Buildings
Control; power distribution; emergency power; solar;
power generation and paralleling; instrumental air
Hydrocarbon Skids
Pump skids and buildings, manifold skids and buildings
Industrial Gas Systems
• CO2 injection buildings
• Gas compressor packages
• High ethane recovery
• Vapor recovery units
• Dehydration systems
• BTEX processing skids
• CO2 scrubbers
• Gas scrubbers
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Our 30-ton bridge crane lowers a finished
LACT skid onto a truck bed for delivery.

Heater treaters
Two-phase and three-phase separators
Sulfur treatments
Microelectronic high-purity tubing
Biofuel skids
De-watering skids
Vessels; ASME pressure for separators; sandtraps, etc.
Flares

Oil Field Services
• Process and mechanical engineering: ASME Division 1 & 2,
U, R & S vessels and pipelines
• Controls: standalone PLC or full SCADA
• Compressors and pumps: manifolds, storage
• Mechanical fabrication and installation: Production
equipment; piping; pipe modules; flare systems; flow lines
• HDPE pipe supplier: pump skids and buildings; manifold skids
and buildings
• Other: Super CRAC (Computer Room Air Conditioning)
systems; sample buildings; QA buildings

A newly-painted PIG Launcher
sits outside the Henderson facility.

OUR NUMBERS SPEAK VOLUMES
Seven Acres
of leading-edge,
climate-controlled
fabrication
facilities.

Quality and
Safety? Our
accreditations
and record
say it all.

Our well-equipped 110,000
square-foot facility in
Henderson, Colorado is clean,
climate-controlled and operated
by a skilled team. This space includes:

RK is recognized for
quality and safety: We’re
an ISO 9001:2008 Certified
contractor and fabricator. We’re
also the 53rd U.S. business in all industries to achieve the
OSHA VPP Star Mobile Workforce Accreditation. Plus, we’ve
also earned the OSHA VPP Worksite Accreditation; RK is the
only U.S. firm in the construction industry to achieve both
of these prestigious OSHA accreditations. Safety and quality
aren’t just preached; they’re woven through everything we
do, every single day.
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50,000 sq. ft. for structural and modular fabrication
30,000 sq. ft. for piping fabrication
10,000 sq. ft. for nonferrous metals fabrication
20,000 sq. ft. of office and operations space

No matter what you need, we can custom fabricate it.
Salt Water
Disposal
Skids

LACT Units,
ACT and
Meter
Skids

PIG
Launchers
and
Receivers

We’re
experienced
at fabricating
SWD skids
requiring one, two
or multiple pumps. And with, or
without, a prefabricated modular
building. We can engineer the
skid design for efficient replication
across multiple field sites, while
also customizing skids to your
specifications. Our fabrication and
installation process gets them up and
running faster, saving you
time and money.

Our
experience
with LACT
units has
evolved into
a tiered selection of LACT unit
templates that allow clients to choose
their desired level of features. The
template serves as the baseline
model; from there, we collaborate
with customers to meet custom
specifications and requirements.
We also offer a variety of ACT
configurations and meter skids ̶ all
fabricated to meet, or exceed,
industry API standards.

We build
PIGs from
CL150 to
CL600, and in a
wide range of sizes
and configurations. We’ve developed
several baseline models to offer
clients standardized choices; from
there, we partner with clients to tailor
fabrication to their specifications as
needed. We also fabricate and install
mainline valve sets; many clients order
these in conjunction with PIGs. All
products are built safe and
delivered on time.
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